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Effelsberg, Wetzell (Germany)
Westerbork (Netherlands)
Jodrell Bank, Cambridge,
and other MERLIN stations (UK)
Yebes (Spain)
Medicina, Noto (Italy)
Onsala (Sweden)
Metsahovi (Finland)
Torun (Poland)
Svetloe, Zelenchukskaya, Badary
(Russia)
Urumqi, Sheshan (China)
Hartebeesthoek (South Africa)
Arecibo (Puerto Rico)

non-EVN stations: 
Robledo (Spain), Ny-Alesund
(Norway), VLBA (US), …

The European VLBI Network (EVN)



The KVASAR network:
Svetloe (Sv, 32 m) 
Zelenchukskaya (Zc, 32 m) 
Badary (Bd, 32 m)

October 2008: first EVN experiments
November 2009: officially joined EVN 
Since March 2010: regular participation 
in EVN user experiments (L, C, S/X)
November 2010: all stations fully integrated in 
ftp fringe tests

The EVN: New stations, upgrades
Sv

Zc

Bd



The EVN: New stations, upgrades
Kunming (Km, 40 m):

first fringes with MarkIV in March 2011
S, X (RCP), more receivers to come (C in 2011)

Miyun (My, 50 m):
major satellite tracking station
S, X (RCP)

Sardinia Radio Telescope (Sr, 64 m):
under construction (P, L, … W)

Yebes (Ys, 40 m): 
S, X, C (5/6cm), K, (Q, W)

Effelsberg (Ef/Eb, 100 m):
first EVN tests with dBBC in network 
monitoring experiments in March 2011

Km

My

Sr



Dwingeloo Telescope (25 m)

Guest House

Joint Institute for VLBI in Europe (JIVE)

located in NP Dwingelderveld, Dwingeloo, NL

Correlators

JIVE offices



JIVE: Core services

Correlation
e.g. correlation, quality assurance, logistics, infrastructure
User support
e.g. scheduling, pipeline products, data reduction
EVN support
e.g. network monitoring experiments, pipeline products
Hardware maintenance and development
e.g. disk packs, SU, correlators, computer clusters
Software maintenance and development
e.g. (post)correlation ops,  MERLINcast, channel dropping
Real-time e-VLBI and network development
EVN archive
IDI-FITS, diagnostic plots and tables, pipeline results



JIVE: The correlator control room



Capabilities:
16 stations, observed rates up to 1 Gbps
Mark5A, Mark5B playback
1-bit, 2-bit sampling (e.g. VLBA@512Mbps/EVN@1024Mbps)
Full-Stokes polarization output
Up to 2048 frequency points per subband/polarization
tint ≥ 1/4 sec for full correlator (tint ≥ 1/8 sec for half correlator)
Oversampling (500kHz filters)
Recirculation (time-sharing correlator in low-BW observations)
Multiple MERLIN out-stations as separate EVN antennas
>16 stations through multiple passes
Real-time e-VLBI operations
Output data: IDI-FITS (record for a single experiment: 1028.7GB)

JIVE: The EVN MarkIV correlator
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Spectral resolution:
Nsta

2 . Nsb
. Npol

. Nfrq ≤ 131072 . R
Nsta = (4,8,12,16);   Npol = (1,2,4);   Nchan≤ 16;  Nfrq≤ 2048

Recirculation:  R ≤ 16MHz/BWsb

Examples: 5— 8  Sta 1 SB     1 Pol 2048 Frq
9—16 Sta 1 SB     1 Pol 512 Frq (R = 1)
9—16 Sta 1 SB     2 Pol 512 Frq (8 MHz SB, R = 2)
9—16 Sta 1 SB     2 Pol 2048 Frq (2 MHz SB, R = 8)
9—16 Sta 8 SB     4 Pol 16 Frq

Maximal Spectral Resolution: Nfrq=2048, Δv in [m/s]
BWsb [MHz] Δν [Hz] Δv1420 Δv1665 Δv6668 Δv22235

16 7813 1651 1408 351 105
2 977 206 176 44 13

0.5 244 52 44 11 3.3 (no recirc.)

JIVE: The EVN MarkIV correlator



JIVE: The software correlator (SFXC)
locally developed FX correlator
vex-driven + file with corr. parameters
Mark5A, Mark5B, VLBA, VDIF
1-bit, 2-bit sampling, full Stokes
IDI-FITS as for Mk IV correlator
essentially no limits for Nfreq, t int

multiple phase centers in parallel
pulsar gating/pulsar binning (incl.
incoherent de-dispersion across each subband)
now running on a dedicated 16-node,
128-core cluster, to be doubled in 2011
“real-time” processing currently  for 
9 stations at 512 Mbps, 1024 freq. pts
software used for ftp fringe-tests since
2007, for some user exp. since 2010



Applications: Real-time e-VLBI

Examples:
X-ray binaries in flaring states
Just-exploded suernovae, novae, γ-ray bursts 
Binary stars at specific orbital phases
Monitoring SNe population/birth in starburst galaxies
Pre-proposal detection experiments, reference-source search

Real-time e-VLBI for: 

rapid turn-around

urgency 

denser time-sampling



Applications: Real-time e-VLBI

proposal-driven science obs., within standard submission cycles
24-hour periods run on fixed dates  (fit to station commitments)
to date, 113 observations (879 hours since start of EXPReS)
Most stations connected at 1024 Mbps, else controlled cut of rate
triggered observations, short observations, target of opportunity
(ToO) observations  (e-EVN or disk, some incl. Australian stations)

(Note: first e-VLBI observation on 16 March 2006, 6 stations at 128 Mbps)

e-VLBI sessions
within the last 
12 months 

total 
incoming 
data rate

time



Applications: Real-time e-VLBI

256 Mbps/1 Gbps (routed)Westford10 Gbps (routed)Metsahovi
256 Mbps/1 Gbps, (routed)Kashima256/512 Mbps (VLAN)Arecibo
64 Mbps (routed, reserved)TIGO622 Mbps LP (via HK)Sheshan
128 Mbps (routed, Tas-Aus)Hobart10 Gbps (VLAN)Effelsberg
1Gbps (LP, e.g. At, Mp, Pa)ATNF10 Gbps (routed)Torun

10 Gbps (VLAN)Onsala
1Gbps (LP)Medicina

2 Gbps (routed)Hartebeesthoek2x 1Gbps (LP)Jodrell Bank
1 Gbps (routed)Yebes2x 1 Gbps (dark fibre)Westerbork

ConnectionStationConnection Station

Tested Network Connections:



Applications: Real-time e-VLBI

e-EVN growth and composition:

disk-based network hours
roughly constant (3 x 3 weeks)
in 2010, 999 EVN network
hours (disk-based + e-VLBI)

about 300 e-EVN network
hours in 2010
almost half of e-EVN time 

spent on ToO observations



Applications: Real-time e-VLBI

Opening of the International Year of Astronomy in Paris on 15/16 January 2009,
17 EVN and non-EVN telescopes in Europe, East Asia, Australia, N.+S. America



Applications: Real-time e-VLBI

e-VLBI run on 9-12 March 2011:
almost continuous run for 64.5 hours
almost all stations at 1024 Mbps
data rate > 7 Gbps most of the time (max. 8.82 Gbps)

setup + test time



Applications: Real-time e-VLBI

e-VLBI run on 22-23 March 2011 (last week): 
except for Sh and during clock search, all stations at 1024 Mbps
data rate > 8 Gbps most of the time until source sets at Sh and Hh



Applications: ftp fringe tests
Network Monitoring Experiments:

done in each EVN session after each 
change of receiver
ftp fringe tests and technical time for
tests (new telescopes/setups/modes/…)

ftp fringe tests:
each station sends a few sec of data via ftp
to JIVE (automated feature in SCHED)
near real-time correlation on SFXC

(clocks based on extrapolation of gps values)
output: various diagnostics
immediate feedback (skype, web-interface)
chance to fix problems/improve setup at
stations before start of the user experiments
results stay available on the web for future
reference



Applications: ftp fringe tests

Web interface provides for each channel:
fringe plots, S/N, plots of autocorrelation amplitude and baseline 
amplitude + phase, offset from assumed clock value, sampler stats



Applications: ftp fringe tests

Also used for tests of 
new setups/modes
new hardware

e.g. N11C1: First fringes in 
an ftp test for Ef with dBBC
(Mark5B data)



JIVE and the EVN: A Summary

The capabilities of the European VLBI Network (EVN) continue
to grow with upgrades at existing stations and new stations
within and beyond Europe

Correlators at JIVE: 
MarkIV (hardware): 16 stations, 1024Mbps, special modes 
SFXC (software): pulsar gating/binning, multiple phase
centers, 9 stations/512Mbps real-time, to be expanded

Special applications:
real-time e-VLBI: fast & frequent, up to 1024Mbps/station
within the EVN
ftp fringe tests: near real-time system monitoring and tests


